
HOUSE No. 568

Accompanying the petition of Arthur W. Gilbert for an amendment
of the laws regulating the sale of commercial feeding stuffs and fer-
tilizers. Agriculture. January 15.

AN ACT
Relative to the Administration of the Laws regulating the

Sale of Commercial Reeding Stuffs and Fertilizers.

1 Section 1. Section one of chapter ninety-four of the
2 General Laws is hereby amended by striking out, in lines
3 seventy-one to seventy-three, the words “two hundred
4 and twenty-seven to two hundred and thirty-five, in-
-5 elusive, and two hundred and fifty-four to two hundred
6 and sixty-one, inclusive”, so that the paragraph in which
7 these words occur shall read as follows; — "Director”
8 in sections twenty-five to thirty-one, inclusive, director of
9 the Massachusetts agricultural experiment station.

1 Section 2. Section two hundred and twenty-seven of
2 said chapter ninety-four, as amended by section one of
3 chapter four hundred of the acts of nineteen hundred and
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4 twenty-two, is hereby further amended by striking out, in
5 lines three and thirteen, the words “director” and
6 “deputy”, and inserting in place thereof the words:
7

“ commissioner of agriculture ” and “ representative,”
8 so that said section shall read as follows: Section 227.
9 Before any manufacturer, importer or other person shall sell

10 or offer, expose or keep for sale or distribute any commercial
11 feeding stuff, he shall file with the commissioner of agri-
-12 culture, or his authorized representative for registration, a
13 copy certified by him to be a true copy of the tag or label
14 required by the two preceding sections, excepting the
15 item as to the number of pounds, for each brand of feed-
-16 ing stuff to be sold or offered, exposed or kept for sale or
17 distributed. But no agent or other person shall be
18 obliged to file a copy of the tag or label of any brand of
19 feeding stuff, a copy of which has been filed by the manu-

-20 facturer or importer of such brand and for which a
21 certificate of registration has been issued. No feeding
22 stuff or brand thereof shall be sold or offered, exposed or
23 kept for sale or distributed until the tag or label therefor
24 has been registered by the commissioner of agriculture or
25 by his authorized representative, and a certificate of such
26 registration has been issued by him.

1 Section 3. Section two hundred and twenty-eight of
2 said chapter ninety-four, as amended by section two of
3 chapter four hundred of the acts of nineteen hundred and
4 twenty-two, is hereby further amended by striking out, in
5 the third and fourth lines and in the seventh line, the
6 words “director” and “deputy”, and inserting in place
7 thereof the words: “commissioner of agriculture” and
8 “representative ”, ■— and by striking out, in the tenth line,
9 the word “director”, and inserting in place thereof the

10 word: commissioner, so that said section shall read
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11 as follows; Section 228. A certified copy of the tag or
12 label required by any provision of sections two hundred
13 and twenty-five to two hundred and thirty-five, inclusive,
14 shall be filed for registration with the commissioner of
15 agriculture or his authorized representative prior to
16 January first in each year for each brand of commercial
17 feeding stuff to be sold or offered, exposed or kept for sale
18 or distributed during the year beginning with said Jan-
-19 uary first. The commissioner or his authorized repre-
-20 sentative may thereafter permit a manufacturer, importer
21 or other person to file a copy of the tag or label of a
22 brand of feeding stuff, and may register the same for said
23 year in accordance with the rules and regulations which
24 are prescribed by the commissioner.

1 Section 4. Section two hundred and twenty-nine of
2 said chapter ninety-four, as amended by section three of
3 chapter four hundred of the acts of nineteen hundred and
4 twenty-two, is hereby further amended by striking out,
5 in the third line, the words “director” and “deputy”,
6 and inserting in place thereof the words: — commissionercommissioner

7 of agriculture” and 'representative”, —so that said sec-
-8 tion shall read as follows: Section 229. When the certified
9 copy of the tag or label of any brand of commercial

10 feeding stuff has been filed as provided in the preceding
11 section, the commissioner of agriculture or his authorized
12 representative shall register such tag or label if he finds
13 the same to be in accordance with the requirements of
14 sections two hundred and twenty-five to two hundred and
15 thirty-five, inclusive, and shall issue, or cause to be issued,
16 a certificate of such registration. The certificate shall
17 authorize the sale of the brand of feeding stuff for which
18 it is issued, up to and including December thirty-first of
19 the year for which it is issued.
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1 Section 5. Section two hundred and thirty of said
2- chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking out,
3 in the first line, the words “director” and “deputy”, and
4 inserting in place thereof the words; of
5 agriculture ” and “representative ”, and by striking out,
6 in the fifteenth and sixteenth lines, the words “director”
7 and “ deputy ”, and inserting in place thereof the words—

8 “ commissioner” and
*

representative”, —so that said sec-
-9 tion shall read as follows; Section 230. The commissioner

10 of agriculture or his authorized representative may refuse
11 to register any commercial feeding stuff under a name,
12 brand or trade mark which, in his opinion, would be mis-
-13 leading or deceptive, or which would tend to mislead or
14 deceive as to the materials of which the feeding stuff is
15 composed. He may refuse to register more than one
16 feeding stuff under the same name or brand, or to register
17 any feeding stuff under a name or brand to the use of
18 which the applicant for registration is not lawfully en-
-19 titled. If any feeding stuff is registered and it is after-
-20 ward discovered that any provision of sections two hun-
-21 dred and twenty-five to two hundred and thirty-five, in-
-22 elusive, wr as violated in obtaining such registration or that
23 such registration is in any respect in violation of any pro-
-24 vision thereof, the commissioner or his authorized repre-
-25 sentative may cancel such registration and the certificate
26 issued therefor. No person shall sell or offer or expose or
27 keep for sale or distribute any commercial feeding stuff,
28 registration whereof has been cancelled by the commis-
-29 sioner or by his authorized representative.

1 Section 6. Section two hundred and thirty-one of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line three, the words “director” and “deputy”,
4 and inserting in place thereof the words:— ‘

commissioner
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5 of agriculture” and “representative”,—by striking out,
6 in line four, the word “director”, and inserting in place
7 thereof the word: commissioner, and by striking out,
8 in lines six and ten, the word “ deputy”, and inserting in
9 place thereof the word: representative, so that said

10 section shall read as follows: Section 231. Each com

11 mercial feeding stuff and cattle feed, or brand thereof,
12 sold or offered, exposed or kept for sale or distributed
13 shall be subject to analysis by the commissioner of agri-
-14 culture or by his duly authorized representative, and the
15 said commissioner shall make or cause to be made in each
16 year one or more analyses of each brand of feeding stuff
17 sold or offered, exposed or kept for sale or distributed, and
18 he or his representative shall have free access to each
19 place of business, mill, building, vehicle, vessel and other
20 receptacle used in the manufacture, sale, storage or de-
-21 livery of any feeding stuff or cattle feed, or in the im-
-22 portation or transportation of any feeding stuff or cattle
23 feed for sale or distribution in the commonwealth. He or

24 his representative may open any receptacle containing or
25 supposed to contain any feeding stuff or cattle feed for
26 sale or distribution as aforesaid and may take samples for
27 analysis. The methods of making analyses of all feeding
28 stuffs and cattle feeds shall be those in force by the
29 association of official agricultural chemists of North
30 America.

1 Section 7. Section two hundred and thirty-two of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in lines one, six and thirteen, the word “director”,
4 and inserting in place thereof the word: —■ commissioner,
5 —so that said section shall read as follows; Section
6 232. The, commissioner may publish or cause to be
7 published in reports, bulletins, special circulars or other-
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8 wise, the-results obtained by such analyses, and said re-
-9 ports, bulletins, circulars or other publications may con-

-10 tain such additional information in relation to the
11 character, composition, value and use of the feeding
12 stuffs or cattle feed analyzed as he may include. The
13 said commissioner may at any time make or cause to be
14 made for consumers a free analysis of any brand of
15 feeding stuff or cattle feed sold or offered or exposed or
16 kept for sale or distribution in the commonwealth; but
17 all samples for such free analysis shall be taken and sub-
-18 mitted in accordance with the rules and regulations which
19 are prescribed by him. The results of any analysis of a
20 commercial feeding stuff made in accordance with the
21 preceding section, except a free analysis as above pro-
-22 vided, shall be sent by the commissioner, at least fifteen
23 days before any publication thereof, to the person named
24 on the tag or label of the feeding stuff analyzed.

1 Section 8. Section two hundred and thirty-three of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line sixteen, the words “director” and “deputy”,
4 and inserting in place thereof the words; “com-
-5 missioner” and” representative”, —so that said section
6 shall read as follows:-—Section 283. All samples for
7 analysis of any commercial feeding stuff or cattle feed shall
8 be taken, whenever the circumstances conveniently permit,
9 in the presence of at least one witness, and no action shall

10 be maintained for any violation of sections two hundred
11 and twenty-five to two hundred and thirty-five, inclusive,
12 based upon an analysis of a sample, parts of which are
13 taken from less than five separate original packages,
14 unless there are less than five separate original packages
15 in the lot, in which case parts of the official sample shall
16 be taken from each original package. If the feeding
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17 stuff or cattle feed is in bulk, parts of the sample shall be
18 taken from not less than five different places in the lot;
19 provided, that this shall not exclude sampling from bulk
20 when the feeding stuff or cattle feed is not exposed
21 sufficiently to take parts from five different places, in
22 which case parts shall be taken from as many places as
23 practicable. All samples thus taken shall be placed in
24 suitable vessels, marked and sealed. A part of each
25 sample shall be held by the commissioner or his repre-
-26 sentative, at the disposal of the person named on the tag
27 or label of the feeding stuff sampled, for fifteen days after
28 the results of the analysis have been reported as provided
29 in the preceding section.

1 Section 9. Section two hundred and thirty-four of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line four, the words “director” and “deputy”,
4 and inserting in place thereof the words: commissioner ”

5 and “representative”, —by striking out, in line five, the
6 words “director” and “deputy”, and inserting in place
7 thereof the words;—“commissioner” and “representative”,
8 —by striking out, in line seven, the word “director”, and
9 inserting in place thereof the word: —commissioner, —

10 by striking out, in line eight, the word “deputies ”, and

11 inserting in place thereof the word: representatives, —•

12 so that said section shall read as follows; Section 234.
13 Whoever sells, offers, exposes or keeps for sale or dis-
-14 tributes any commercial feeding stuff without the tag or
15 label required, or with a tag or label that has not been
16 registered or the registration of which has been cancelled
17 by the commissioner or his authorized representative, or
18 whoever files with the said commissioner or with his au-
-19 thorized representative for registration a false copy of the
20 tag or label of any feeding stuff or brand of feeding stuff,
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21 or whoever impedes, obstructs or hinders the commis-
-22 sioner or any of his representatives in the discharge of the
23 authority or duty conferred or imposed by any provision
24 of sections two hundred and twenty-five to two hundred
25 and thirty-five, inclusive, or whoever sells, offers, exposes
26 or keeps for sale or distributes any feeding stuff which
27 contains a smaller per cent of crude protein or crude fat,
28 or a larger per cent of crude fibre, than is certified in the
29 tag or label of such feeding stuff to be contained therein,

30 or whoever fails properly to state the specific name of
31 each ingredient used in its manufacture, or whoever sells,
32 offers, exposes or keeps for sale or distributes any feeding
33 stuff or cattle feed or brand thereof which has been mixed
34 or adulterated with any substance injurious to the health
35 of live stock or poultry, shall for the first offence be
36 punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars
37 and for a subsequent offence shall be punished by a fine
38 of not less than one hundred dollars.

1 Section 10. Section two hundred and thirty-five of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line one, the word “director”, and inserting in
4 place thereof the word; commissioner, ■— so that said
5 section shall read as follows: Section 235. The com-
6 missioner shall enforce sections two hundred and twenty-
-7 five to two hundred and thirty-four, inclusive, and may
8 prescribe and enforce such rules and regulations relative
9 to the sale of commercial feeding stuff or cattle feed as he

10 deems necessary to enforce said sections. He may prose-
ll cute or cause to be prosecuted any person violating any
12 provision of said sections, and no complaint shall be made
13 or prosecuted for any such violation except with his au-
-14 thorization or approval.
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1 Section 11. Section two hundred and fifty-four of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in lines two, six and twenty-one, the word “di-

place thereof the words:
, •—■ so that said section shall

4 rector”, and inserting in
5 commissioner of agriculture
6 read as follows: Section .
7 offer or expose for sale any
8 has filed with the commis

254. No person shall sell or
commercial fertilizer until he
sioner of agriculture a copy
copy of the label required by9 certified by him to be a true

10 section two hundred and fifty, excepting as to the item
11 as to the number of pounds, for each brand of fertilizer to
12 be sold, offered or exposed for sale and has paid to the
13 said commissioner of agriculture an analysis fee for each
14 brand aforesaid as follows: eight dollars for nitrogen,

15 eight dollars for phosphoric
16 contained or stated to be co
17 fertilizer, and twelve dollars
18 lime except gas house lime;
19 and uncancellcd certificate is
20 dred and fifty-six. Any pe:
21 sell or to offer or expose for

acid, eight dollars for potash,
ntained in any such brand of
for each brand of agricultural

nor unless he holds a valid
ssued under section two hun-
rson desiring in any year to
sale anv brand of commercial

22 fertilizer in respect of which the requirements of this
23 section as to the filing of a copy of the label thereof and
24 the payment of the analysis fee therefor have not been
25 complied with before January first of said year, may
26 offer or expose for sale and sell the said brand upon filing
27 a certified copy of the label thereof and paying the full
28 analysis fee therefor. No person shall be obliged to file a
29 copy of the label of, or to pay an analysis fee for, any
30 brand of fertilizer for which a certified copy of the label
31 has been filed and the analysis fee paid by the manu-
-32 facturer or importer of such brand.
33 No person shall file with the commissioner of agri-
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34 culture a false copy of the label of any fertilizer or brand
35 of fertilizer.

1 Section 12. Section two hundred and fifty-five of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line four, the word “director”, and inserting in
4 place thereof the words; commissioner of agriculture,
5 by striking out, in lines seven, ten and twelve, the word
6 “director”, and inserting in place thereof the word:
7 commissioner, and by striking out, in lines eight and
8 thirteen, the word “deputy”, and inserting in place
9 thereof the word: —• representative, —so that said section

10 shall read as follows: Section 255. In addition to the
11 requirements of the preceding section, each person who
12 sells or offers or exposes for sale any commercial fertilizer
13 shall, on or before January first and July first in each
14 year, file with the commissioner of agriculture a sworn
15 statement in such form as he prescribes setting forth the
16 number of net tons of fertilizer sold by him in the com-
-17 monwealth during the preceding six months, stating in
18 each case the number of tons of each brand sold, together
19 with a permit allowing the commissioner or his author-
-20 ized representative to examine the books of the person
21 filing the statement, for the purpose of verifying the
22 same, and shall thereupon pay to the commissioner a fee
23 of six cents a ton of two thousand pounds for the fertil-
-24 izers so sold; except that no such statement, permit or
25 fee shall be required in respect of agricultural lime. The
26 commissioner or his authorized representative may cancel
27 the certificate for any brand of fertilizer in respect to
28 which the requirements of this section have not been
29 complied with. Whoever sells, offers or exposes for sale
30 a fertilizer or brand of fertilizer without having filed the
31 statement and permit and paid the fee required by this
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32 section shall be punished by a fine of not more than five
33 hundred dollars. But no person shall be obliged to file
34 a statement or permit, or to pay the fee required by this
35 section, for any brand of fertilizer for which the statement
36 and permit have been filed and for which the fee has
37 been paid by the manufacturer or importer of such
38 brand.

1 Section 13. Section two hundred and fifty-six of said
2 chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking out, in
3 lines two, seven, sixteen, twenty-seven, and thirty, the
4 word “director”, and inserting in place thereof the word:
5 commissioner, and by striking out, in lines seven, six-
-6 teen, twenty-eight and thirty, the word “deputy”, and
7 inserting in place thereof the word: representative*
8 so that said section shall read as follows: —Section 256
9 When the certified copy of the label of any brand of

10 fertilizer has been filed, and the proper fees have been
11 paid, the commissioner shall issue a certificate to that
12 effect; and the certificate shall authorize the sale, in
13 compliance with sections two hundred and fifty to two
14 hundred and sixty-one, inclusive, of the brand of fertilizer
15 for which the certificate is issued, up to and including
16 December thirty-first of the year for which it is issued.
17 The said commissioner or his authorized representative
18 may refuse to issue a certificate for any fertilizer or brand
19 of fertilizer which does not contain at least one half of
20 one per cent of nitrogen, or one half of one per cent of
21 potash soluble in distilled water, or one per cent of
22 phosphoric acid, or five per cent of lime, or five per cent
23 of magnesia, or which contains its potash, phosphoric
24 acid, lime or magnesia in forms substantially insoluble by
25 the methods of analysis for commercial fertilizers pre-
-26 scribed by the association of official agricultural chemists
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27 of North America, or which does not possess substantial
28 properties as a fertilizer. The commissioner or his au-
-20 thorized representative may also refuse to issue a certifi-
-30 cate for any fertilizer under a name, brand or trade mark
31 which is untrue in any particular, or which, in his
32 opinion, would be misleading or deceptive in any par-
-33 ticular, or would tend to mislead or deceive as to the
34 constituents or properties of said fertilizer, and may re-
-35 fuse to issue more than one certificate for any fertilizer
36 under the same name or brand, or to issue a certificate
37 for any fertilizer under a name or brand to the use of
38 which the person seeking it is not lawfully entitled. If a
39 certificate is issued for any fertilizer and it is afterward
40 discovered that the certificate itself, or the granting of it
41 or the manner of procuring it was in any respect in viola-
-42 tion of any provision of sections two hundred and fifty
43 to two hundred and sixty-one, inclusive, the commis-
-44 sioner or his authorized representative may cancel the
45 certificate. Whoever sells, offers or exposes for sale any
46 fertilizer or brand of fertilizer for which no certificate has
47 been issued by the commissioner or his authorized repre-
-48 sentative, or the certificate for which has been cancelled,
49 shall be punished by a fine of not more than two hundred
50 dollars.

1 Section 14. Section two hundred and fifty-seven of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in lines three, fifteen, twenty-two and thirty, the
4 word “director”, and inserting in place thereof the word:
5 commissioner, and by striking out, in lines seven and
6 eight, the word “deputies”, and inserting in place thereof
7 the word: representatives,—so that said section shall
8 read as follows; Section 257. Each commercial fertilizer
9 and brand of commercial fertilizer sold or offered or ex-
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10 posed for sale shall be subject to analysis by the com-
il missioner or by his duly designated representative. The
12 said commissioner shall make or cause to be made in each
13 year one or more analyses of each fertilizer and brand of
14 fertilizer sold or offered or exposed for sale in the com-
-15 monwealth, and shall collect the annual analysis fee pro-
-16 vided for by section two hundred and fifty-four; and he,
17 his inspectors and representatives, may enter upon any
18 premises where any commercial fertilizer is sold or
19 offered or exposed for sale to ascertain if sections two
20 hundred and fifty to two hundred and sixty-one, inclu-
-21 sive, are complied with, and to take samples for analysis.
22 The analysis of all fertilizers shall be made by the
23 methods adopted by the association of official agricultural
24 chemists of North America, except that basic phosphatic
25 slag may be analyzed by the Wagner method, so called,
26 until a method of analysis therefor is adopted by said
27 association. The said commissioner may publish or
28 cause to be published in reports, bulletins, special circulars
29 or otherwise, the results obtained by said analysis, and
30 in connection therewith shall, in each case, state the cost
31 of equivalent amounts of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
32 potash in unmixed materials when bought for cash on the
33 market at retail. Said publications shall also contain
34 such additional information in relation to the character,
35 composition, value and use of the fertilizers analyzed as
36 the commissioner sees fit to include. He may make or
37 cause to be made for any person a free analysis of any
38 commercial fertilizer or brand of commercial fertilizer sold
39 or offered or exposed for sale in the commonwealth, but
40 he shall not be obliged to make such free analysis, or to
41 cause the same to be made, unless the samples therefor
42 are taken and submitted in accordance with the rules
43 and regulations which he prescribes. The results of any
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44 analysis made in accordance with the aforesaid sections,
45 except a free analysis as aforesaid, shall be sent by the
46 commissioner to the person named in the printed label of
47 the fertilizer analyzed at least fifteen days before any
48 publication of such results.

1 Section 15. Section two hundred and fifty-eight of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line twelve, the word “director”, and inserting in
4 place thereof the word: commissioner, —so that said
5 section shall read as follows: Section 258. Each
6 sample of commercial fertilizer taken for analysis shall be
7 not less than substantially one and one half pounds in
8 weight, and each sample shall be taken, whenever the
9 circumstances conveniently permit, in the presence of the

10 person selling or offering or exposing for sale the fertilizer
11 sampled, or of a representative of such person. Broken
12 packages shall not be sampled, and all samples shall be
13 taken from substantially ten per cent of the fertilizer to
14 be sampled, except that if fertilizer is sold or offered or
15 exposed for sale in bulk ten single samples shall be taken
16 from as many different portions of the lot. All samples
17 taken shall be thoroughly mixed and divided into two
18 nearly equal samples, placed in suitable vessels, and
19 marked and sealed. Both shall be retained by the com-
-20 missioner, but one shall be held intact by him for one
21 year at the disposal of the person named in the label of
22 the fertilizer sampled.

1 Section 16. Section two hundred and fifty-nine of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
3 out, in line three, the word “director”, and inserting in
4 place thereof the word: commissioner, —so that said
5 section shall read as follows: Section 259. All fees for
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6 analysis, or otherwise, under any provision of sections two
7 hundred and fifty to two hundred and sixty-one, in-
-8 elusive, shall be collected by the commissioner and paid
9 to the commonwealth.

1 Section 17. Section two hundred and sixty of chapter
2 ninety-four is hereby amended by striking out, in lines
3 one and ten, the word “director”, and inserting in place
4 thereof the word: commissioner, —so that said section
5 shall read as follows: Section 260. The commissioner
6 shall enforce sections two hundred and fifty to two hun-
7 dred and sixty-one, inclusive, and may prescribe and en-
-8 force such rules and regulations as to the sale of commercial
9 fertilizers as he deems necessary to enforce said sections,

10 and may prosecute or cause
11 violating any provision of
12 based upon an analysis of

to be prosecuted any person
said sections. No complaint
amples shall be made for any

13 violation of any provision of said sections, if samples are
14 taken otherwise than as provided therein. No complaint
15 shall be made for the failure of any fertilizer or brand of
16 fertilizer to meet the guaranteed analysis thereof if the
17 analysis made by the commissioner of such fertilizer or
18 brand shows the amounts of its constituents to be sub-
19 stantially equivalent to the percentages stated in the
20 label.

1 Section 18. Section two hundred and sixty-one of
2 said chapter ninety-four is hereby amended by striking
5 out, in line one, the word “director”, and inserting in
4 place thereof the word: commissioner, and by strik-
-5 ing out, in line two, the word “deputy”, and inserting in
6 place thereof the w Tord: —representative, so that said
7 section shall read as follows: Section 261. Whoever
8 hinders or obstructs the commissioner, his inspector or
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9 representative, in the discharge of any authority or duty

10 conferred or imposed by any provision of sections two

11 hundred and fifty to two hundred and sixty-one, mclu-

-12 sive, and, except as otherwise provided in section two

13 hundred and fifty-six, whoever violates any provision of

14 sections two hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty-

-15 four, inclusive, shall be punished by a fine of not less than

16 fifty nor more than two hundred dollais.


